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The Story Thus Far

Operating System Evolution

Architecture Limitations and Issues

The operating system has become bloated – with many services that are not
< A much larger security attack surface.
necessary for the application. This results in:
<

More frequent patching to address
security threats.

<

More downtime to apply patches.

<

Difficult to support by application
vendor as the operating system
changes frequently beneath the
application.

<

Difficult to support by organisation
due to size and complexity with
dependant service layers.

Architecture Limitations and Issues

Applications are certified to run on specific operating systems – therefore:
< The application version is tied to the operating
system supporting it. The lifecycle of the
application has a linkage with the lifecycle of
the operating system. This is a logical
management unit.
<

The operating system is tightly bound due to
hardware differences. However the hardware
differences are not functional differences to
support OS, they are different makes/models of
same hardware components. There isn’t a
lifecycle link between hardware and operating
system.

<

This now means the management unit is the
physical machine, OS and application.

<

Due to the OS binding to hardware – lifecycle
management of applications is made much
more complex and resource intensive.
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The Changing Direction of ISV’s

The application vendor distributes a custom distribution of an operating system which
is specific to the application:
< Smaller operating system base, uses less
resources and improves application
performance.
<

More supportable as the application vendor
has a known base. The operating system is
supported by the ISV as an extension to the
application stack.

<

Smaller security attack surface – less patching
and improved up time.

<

Oracle is doing this right now:

http://www.oracle.com/technologies/linux/
index.html?pageregion=ocom_hp_a_mai
n_1_Linux_102506

However this does not remove the need to support differing hardware
devices and issues around lifecycle management.

The Role and Requirements of Virtualisation

The application vendor is now supporting the entire application stack as a single unit.
By packaging the application stack into a Virtual Machine appliance, the ISV now no
longer needs to be concerned with hardware differences.

The Virtualisation though must provide the
following:
< Resource management including guarantees
on access to each resource type.
< High performance with minimal overhead.
< Workload management across physical
containers.
< High availability for critical workloads.
< Maturity and stability.
< Provides a security layer where services such
as IDS can reside external to operating
systems.
< Enterprise management through a single
management console.
< Disconnects OS from hardware binding
through abstraction.

The Role of Server Hardware
Processors are becoming denser with more cores per socket.
Intel and AMD will both have a Quad Core CPU within 6
months. Virtualisation provides a means to harness processing
capacity.

Supply will continue to be much larger than demand –
Networking
capacity Virtualisation
is increasing to 10 provides
Gbit Ethernet;
is
leading
to surplus.
a itmeans
to
generally accepted that within 12 months it will become the
leverage
that surplus.
norm.

10GE
Storage connectivity is ever increasing with the recent adoption of
4Gbit Fibre Channel – twice the capacity the previous standard.

The Progress of the Evolution
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The Virtual Appliance
Market is born.

All of the ingredients are available for the Virtual Enterprise powered by Virtual
Appliances. < Hardware capacity surplus
<

Operating systems are extensions to the
application stack

<

ISV’s begin distributing operating system
distributions and support the full application
stack

<

Virtualisation is mainstream technology
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Overview
Virtual Infrastructure 3.0
< Allows us to view a number of physical servers as capacity.
< Provides automatic workload management by moving apps to where the
resources are.
< Provides High Availability to all applications on virtual infrastructure.
< Provides rapid provisioning of applications.
< Provides flexibility by encapsulating a machine into a file for portability.

VI Cluster
Compute Units

Enterprise Virtualisation
A thin software layer referred to as the
Hypervisor runs on the Bare Metal.

Virtual Machines

ESX Server
Physical Server

Abstracts the hardware to a consistent
generic hardware platform irrelevant of the
physical hardware. Provides portability
across hardware vendors.
Proven in over 20,000 production Data
Centre sites and is in its 3rd major release
since 2001. A mature, proven platform.

Virtualisation Everywhere
Virtualisation across the Enterprise from the Data Centre to the Branch Office –
availability, flexibility, simplified management, rapid provisioning.
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Utility Computing and DRS
Pools of capacity where services are automatically moved between physical
containers to ensure service levels are met.
Intelligent allocation of resources based
on pre-defined rules and policies
Monitor utilization across resource pools
Uses VMotion technology that has been
proven for past 3 years.
Optimize data center resources
Dynamically adjust supply based on
changing demand for resources
Prioritize resources to the highest value
applications
Conduct zero-downtime server maintenance
Resource Pool

Capacity on Demand
Add computing capacity dynamically
< Provisioning is “fire and
forget”
< Easily add more
capacity
< Avoid over-provisioning
to peak load

Resource
Resource
PoolPool

CPU 50Mem
GHz,58GB
Mem 70GB
CPU 36GHz,
Priority
HIGH
Priority HIGH

Availability and VMware HA
Automatic restart of services due to a physical container failure. VMware HA
enables cost-effective high availability for all services

< Automatic restart of virtual machines
in case of server failure

X

< No need for dedicated stand-by
hardware
< None of the cost and complexity of
clustering
Resource Pool

Enterprise Backup Integration
Simplified Disaster Recovery and File Level Backup
Centralized agentless backup for virtual machines
Move backup out of the VM
Eliminate backup traffic on the LAN
Pre-integrated with major 3rd-party backup
products

Centralized
Data Mover

Desktop Virtualisation and DR
Desktop Virtualisation

Virtual Desktop Capabilities
Disasters

Need to quickly recover, re-provision and reestablish user access to
complete desktop environments to ensure business continuity
Need for Instant Desktop Recovery & Provisioning

Alt. Workspace

Outsourcing

Need to be able to support a virtual work environment where users
have alternative access to complete desktop resources while
working remotely
Need for Alternative Workspace Access
Need to secure data and resources within the corporate data
center and provide secure access to outsourcing / offshore
developers or transaction workers
Need for Secure, Controlled Access by Outsourcing Entities

Compliance

Need to contain desktop proliferation and build a standardized,
centrally managed desktop environment that adheres to internal and
external compliance guidelines
Need for Desktop Consolidation & Standardization

Virtual Desktop
1

•

•

Virtual desktops hosted
on VMware Virtual
Infrastructure
Virtual Infrastructure
optimizes and manages
servers to deploy
desktops

3

3

•

•

2

Clients can be a
desktop, a laptop or a
specialized thin client
Displays desktop of
remote virtual machine

Secure Data Center
VirtualCente
r

Virtual
Desktops
1

ESX Server

2

3

2

•

Connection using remote
display software (e.g.
RDP, VNC, etc.)

2

3

Complete Disaster Recovery

The virtualisation of the desktop now means that
in addition to being able to recovery all
applications and services – an organisation can
also recover user access to those applications
and services.

Summary
The role of the operating system as we know it today is
changing.
Availability and Security services will be removed from the
operating system layer and moved to the virtualisation layer
where it can be more simply implemented and managed.
The operating system will become smaller in size and
distributed to support the application as an extension to the
application stack.

Virtual Infrastructure provides:
Performance through a Bare Metal true hypervisor approach.
Availability services using VMware HA.
Workload management using VMware DRS.
The maturity of a product that has been available for 5 years.
Centralised management and control of all physical and virtual
machines.

Virtual Machine Appliances are available today – over 300
links on VMware Virtual Appliance market place.

More Information
Contact your local VMware Team
Corporate Account Manager – Tim Diamant tdiamant@vmware.com
Systems Engineer

- Michael Francis mfrancis@vmware.com

Review whitepapers and datasheets @ www.vmware.com

